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ibm rational software architect is a powerful design tool fordeveloping client-server and web services
applications. it uses theunified modeling language (uml) to visualize business processes,systems and
their interactions. it is developed by ibm, a leading providerof software solutions for technical
professionals. with rationalsoftware architect, you can easily create and model a businessprocess,
web services application, or system. ibm® rationalsoftware architect is an eclipse-baseddesign and
development tool for enterprise java applicationsand web services that includes a powerful uml
modelingenvironment, a powerful runtime platform and a set of tools fordeveloping and testing java
enterprise applications. you can also enhancefunctionality for your specific requirements with
separately purchased rationalextensions. ibm rational software architect for uml is a crossplatform
solution. when i first started working with rational software architect i wasconsulting for a company
called warner chappell music who had a large-scale project to rebuild their entire publishing solution.
the result was something called the writer.rational software architect is a powerful and extensible
developmenttool for designing and developing enterprise java applications andweb services. it uses
the unified modeling language (uml) fordesigning enterprise java applications and web services.
rationalsoftware architect is built on the eclipse open-source softwareframework and is extensible
with a variety of eclipse plugins. youcan also enhance functionality for your specific requirements
withseparately purchased rational extensions.
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rational software architect 9.0 has the following components: uml modeling environment model-
driven development tools code generation for j2ee you can use rational design web to capture

design decisions, review and approve uml models and create and deploy code that is synchronized
with the models. you can use rational design web to capture design decisions, review and approve
uml models and create and deploy code that is synchronized with the models. you can also build

java-based business applications using rational software architect 9.0. it has a full set of architectural
elements to enable you to build scalable, flexible, secure, and high-performance java-based business

applications. rational software architect 9.0 helps you maintain better control of architecture and
delivery outcomes with these benefits: uml-based modeling support and model-driven development

(mdd) tools help streamline the creation of java and web 2.0 applications and services. powerful
tools and process guidance help reduce complexity and support higher quality and efficiency. access

to cloud services enables you to take advantage of scalable infrastructure services. a flexible,
extensible platform helps you deliver high-quality software with faster return on investment (roi).
rhapsody - model manager helps cross-discipline teams collaborate, share, review and manage

designs and models using a central repository with web-based access. suppliers and customers can
access information through a web client. the software automates design reviews with stakeholders
to facilitate the communication of requirements, speed decision-making and improve quality. you

can create comprehensive documentation for specifications, communication, compliance and
reporting. 5ec8ef588b
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